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TEACHING NOTE - NUCOR CORP. AND THE U.S. STEEL INDUSTRY1
Brian K. Boyd, Arizona State University
Steve Gove2, Arizona State University

Nucor Corp. and the U.S. Steel Industry is intended to be used as a final, integrative case to bring
together all of the concepts and analytical tools commonly presented in undergraduate and MBA
strategy/policy courses. The case presents an interesting contrast: the mature U.S. steel industry
and the high-growth Nucor showing that even in maturing industries, there is significant growth
and profit potential.
The case exercises can be used effectively as for in-class discussion, assigned as a final
integrative group project or used as examination questions. Exercises 1-5 allow for an analysis
of the U.S. steel industry using Porter’s 5-Forces and of Nucor Corp. by identifying the generic
strategy utilized as well as their value chain and core competencies, and the overall alignment
between mission and structure and processes by using the Galbraith model. Exercises 6-9, all
future scenarios, require a thorough understanding of the industry and Nucor. These scenarios,
while fictitious and created by the authors, present the opportunity for students to apply the
lessons of Nucor to future situations including diversification, geographic expansion, workforce
reductions and executive succession.
In the form of an in-class exercise, the suggested format is as follows. A single, three-hour class
session is suggested. Students are provided access to the Nucor Corp. and the U.S. Steel Industry
web site prior to class, instructed to be familiar with the case and told that the next class will
consist of an in-class exercise (with graded deliverables) based on the case. In class, students are
divided into teams with each team responsible for one exercise. Each team is provided with a
copy of their exercise (they are not shown other teams exercise), several blank overheads, and an
overhead marker. The teams are given 30 minutes to respond to their question (instruct students
to write the question number on their overhead and, if grading, note team members). The
overheads are then collected. Sequentially, the questions are presented to the class and student
“solutions” also presented with the instructor facilitating the dialogue. Typically, the
recommendations by themselves are sound, but once the discussion starts, subsequent
recommendations are not always consistent with prior recommendations.
Note that for many of the questions there are no “correct” answers (see especially #’s 6, 7, 8 &
9). Rather, the purpose is for students to identify the appropriate issues, understand how these
issues will impact Nucor as a whole, and make recommendations based on such understanding.
An astute student will notice that Nucor differs from the “text book” solution in several
noticeable ways (e.g., using decentralized control to support a cost strategy and paying
substantially above market wages in rural areas).
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This case is for use only as part of the 1998 NACRA Case Conference. Further reproduction is prohibited.
The authors can be contacted at: PO Box 874006, Department of Management, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 852874006, (602) 965-3431, FAX (602) 965-8314.
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Item
1a.

Case Time Frame
Past & Present

Element & Task
Industry Analysis
Complete an analysis of the steel
industry in approximately 1970 (prior to the introduction of
minimill technology).

1b.

Present

Industry Analysis
Complete an analysis of the steel
industry at the present time. Specify what forces changed between
1970 (prior to the introduction of minimill technology) and the
present day? What precipitated these changes? What changes are
forthcoming?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): Porter’s 5 Forces model
Suggested Solution:
Note - what the case refers to as “the steel industry” technically
contains several discrete markets. For the purpose of analysis,
such sub-categories are treated as part of the entire “steel industry”.

This analysis presents an opportunity to reinforce the notion that just because an industry is
maturing (as the steel industry is) there are still opportunities for aggressive companies to rewrite
the rules and achieve significant market share and profitability. Scaling issues aside, Figure I Comparative Trends: GDP, Steel Industry Output & Nucor Output, reproduced here, provides
an illustration.
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During the period from 1980 to 1996, GDP shows continuous growth. At the same time, the
domestic steel industry is experiencing declining stable and negative growth rates in terms of
actual tonnage produced. This is a classic example of a maturing industry. Despite the mature
steel market, Nucor is experiencing rapid growth - roughly equal to the slope of GDP growth (at
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the expense of the integrated producers). Thus, even in mature markets, firms which can prove
innovative can achieve success. (Note - it deserves mention that the steel industry, unlike some
mature industries, does not appear to be headed to decline. Unlike the phonograph industry,
manufacturers of low end computer chips, and other producers, some minimum level of demand
for steel is likely to remain indefinitely).
For each determinant, a “+” indicates the factor makes the industry attractive for established
firms while a “-“ indicates that it makes the industry unattractive.
1970 - a 3 star industry (barriers to entry, substitute products, and supplier power are all highly
favorable)
1.
Rivalry Among Existing Competitors:
-/+
emerging signs of slowing growth in industry, but still growing
high fixed costs (vertically integrated producers)
low number of firms, dominated by US Steel with 55% of market (1966)
high barriers to exit
overall, highly competitive rivalry among existing firms.
2.

Entry Barriers:
+
extreme economies of scale (complete vertical integration)
+
extensive capital requirements
+
access to raw materials limited (vertical integration yields cost disadvantage to
potential entrants)
potential threat of foreign imports
+
overall, barrier to entry are extremely high.

3.

Bargaining Power of Buyers:
+
large number of small buyers with a few large producers (low buyer power)
+
little chance of buyer backward integration
low switching costs
few product differences
some buyers purchase a significant portion of the industry output
-/+
overall, buyer have reasonable power.

4.

Substitutes:
+
few available substitutes for most applications
+
overall, the lack of substitute products makes the steel industry very attractive

5.

Supplier Power:
+
raw materials consist of commodity products
+
producers are vertically integrated to their primary sources (ore and coal)
+
little chance of commodity supplies forward integrating
+
overall, suppliers have little power
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Today - a no star industry (all factors point towards an unprofitable, highly competitive industry)
1.
Rivalry Among Existing Competitors:
flat demand
minimill driven overcapacity
dichotomous set of cost structures (integrated mills vs. minimills)
increased number of (smaller) firms
high exit barriers
increasingly an international market
overall, the rivalry among the competing firms has intensified making the industry
less attractive
2.

Entry Barriers:
economies of scale lessened
no proprietary products
substantially reduced capital requirements
distribution channels opening up (shift toward intermediaries/service centers)
overall, the entry barriers which made the industry attractive have been eroded

3.

Bargaining Power of Buyers:
increased number of buyers (service centers)
buyers more geographically dispersed
emerging substitute products for some applications
+
for many products steel is still the only available product
little produce differentiation
overall, buyer power is increasing

4.

Substitutes:
emerging substitutes in primary markets (automotive)
+
for most applications, there continues to be no substitute
-/+
overall, steel is still a primary product with few substitutes, but the future is
uncertain

5.

Supplier Power: note that this determinant is largely dependent on firm status as an
integrated or minimill
less vertical integration
primary input (scrap steel) a volatile commodity (price and available quantity)
+
emerging substitute inputs (iron carbide)
+
little chance of commodity supplies forward integrating
-/+
overall, supplier power has increased

What factors changed?
The majority of change can be seen in the areas of barriers to entry,
substitute products, and supplier power. All of these have declined in their ability to buffer the
existing competitors from external forces.
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What precipitated these changes?
The change has been precipitated primary through the
introduction of minimill technology. For many of the factors listed, the changes have been most
detrimental to the integrated manufacturers and have benefited the minimills.
What changes are forthcoming?
The case indicates a potential alternative supply of raw
materials (iron carbide) being developed. This could represent a way for minimills to reduce
their reliance on the volatile scrap market.
Second, minimill driven overcapacity and gradual improvement by integrated mills may yield a
second round of consolidation. Third, substitute products appear on the horizon in key market
areas such as automotive (plastics, composites, ceramics) which could continue to erode the
attractiveness of the steel industry.

Item
2.

Case Time Frame
Present

Element & Task
Generic Strategy
What generic strategy is Nucor
pursuing? What are the cost drivers for pursuing this strategy (see
Grant p. 182 for cost drivers in mature industries) and how has
Nucor managed them?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): Porter’s generic strategies typology, Grant (1995) discussion of
cost drivers in mature industries
Suggested Solution:
What generic strategy is Nucor pursuing? Based on the information in the case, Nucor is
pursuing a classic cost leadership strategy. Most steel firms, except those involved in specialty
metal applications, also pursue a cost strategy. This strategy involves the pursuit of scaleefficient plants, the design of products for the ease and efficiency of manufacture, spending on
R&D to increase cost efficiency, and coordination of divisions to share processes and technology
to aid efficiency. Organizationally, this strategy requires continued process improvement, tight
reporting and control structures to identify emerging problems and identify areas where savings
can be realized, and a focus on incentives based on per unit efficient.
What are the cost drivers for pursuing this strategy and how has Nucor managed them? Primary
cost components in the steel industry are (fixed) reliable, durable scale efficient plants and
(variable) raw material costs, primarily scrap steel and electricity, and labor. Grant (1995: 182)
presents generic cost drivers as economies of scale, economies of learning, production
techniques, product design, input costs, capacity utilization, and managerial/organizational
efficiency. Nucor has managed each of these as follows:
Economies of Scale: Plants are optimized for size, located near end markets and near
sources of raw materials, any individual plant produces only a portion of Nucor’s entire
range of products plant specialization). Innovative approaches to routine plant
maintenance shutdowns has resulted in increased efficiency based on fixed scale.
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Economies of Learning:
Incremental improvements are encouraged and rewarded
(variable compensation). This has resulted in continuing improvement and an
environment wherein innovation-orientated risk is encouraged.
Production Techniques:
Using industry standard equipment, Nucor is able to
constantly innovate, finding new uses for standard equipment (pushing the envelope of
both use and capacity). A focus on quality rewards only quality production.
Product Design:
With standardized products in the market, Nucor has limited ability
to utilize product design to gain cost advantages.
Input Costs: Primary input costs include scrap steel, electricity and labor. Reliance on
scrap steel is being reduced via the development of iron carbide technology. Electrical
cost and consumption is addressed via decisions to locate plants in locations with low
cost power available and consumption is reduced through the use of efficient equipment
and process improvements to reduce batch times. Labor costs are reduced through an
incentive system emphasizing productivity and continuous improvement. Labor at Nucor
is $60/ton of steel produced whereas the industry average is $135/ton. Conversion cost
for Nucor is $170/ton, about $50-75 less than the industry average.
Capacity Utilization: Nucor schedules 12 hour shifts to reduce between-shift downtimes,
has changed plant outages to reduce downtime, encourages and rewards process
innovation which results in increased capacity without necessitating increased fixed costs.
Managerial/Organizational Efficiency:
Plant management is flat with plant mangers
being entrepreneurs. Corporate management is a lean twenty-two individuals. There are
four layers of management between the CEO and line workers. The company uses a “list
price” approach, individual orders are not bid separately. Together, these reduce Nucor’s
SG&A considerably.

Item
3.

Case Time Frame
Present

Element & Task
Value Chain There’s a mantra in corporate American these days continuous improvement. Hamel & Prahalad (1997) urge
companies to seek opportunities to improve and redefine an
industry by identifying overlooked and ‘taken for granted’ practices
(consider the value chain presented on p. 130 of the Grant book as
a tool for identifying such opportunities). How has Nucor
structured its value chain to achieve it’s strategy? What aspects
has Nucor been especially innovative with? In what areas might
they be innovative in the future? Are there aspects of Nucor which
appear inconsistent with their strategy?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): Value chain
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Suggested Solution:
Value Chain Element
Primary Activities
Inbound Logistics

Operations

Nucor Potential Future
Actions

Nucor Prior Actions
•

•
•

Move towards reducing
reliance on scrap providers
via iron carbide (very
innovative)
Product capabilities using
existing equipment (sheet
steel, etc.) (very innovative)
Continued process
improvement

•
•
•
•
•
•

Outbound Logistics
Marketing & Sales

•
•

Service

•

Support Activities
Firm Infrastructure

•

•
•
Human Resource Management

•
•
•

Technological Development

•
•

Procurement

•

Little case information
“List” prices for all
customers (very innovative)
Little case information

•
•

Decentralized decision
making (see further
discussion of this in exercise
#5)
Few layers/bureaucracy
(very innovative)
Simple reporting system &
structure
Strong & effective incentive
system (innovative)
Good alignment between
incentive system & desired
objectives
Has avoided union
involvement
Unconventional techniques
to create conventional
products (very innovative)
Continuous process
development
Little case information

•

•

Continued development of
iron carbide
Backward integration into
scrap?
Other technologies?
Elimination of plant
maintenance shutdowns?
Continued innovation &
move into large-scale
structural shapes
Expansion into specialty
steels (stainless)
JIT systems with established
customers
Increased involvement with
customer applications
(applied engineering group)

•

•
•

Continued refinement
Expansion of innovation
into other products
(stainless)

•

Are there aspects of Nucor which appear inconsistent with their strategy? One area which may
appear to conflict, which may not be noticed with the Galbraith or McKinsey models, is the issue
of centralization vs. decentralization. Specifically, Nucor pursues a cost focus strategy which
generally calls for a centralization of decisions in order to maximize efficiency. Examining
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Nucor’s operations from the standpoint of need for integration vs. local market responsiveness,
an approach normally used for international operations, yields an interesting picture. Nucor has a
decentralized structure in a commodity market while competing on a cost basis. This places
them in a position of having low integration and high local market responsiveness. The
‘orthodox” solution is for firms competing on the basis of price in a commodity market to
centralize their decision making and planning for the standard products. This would place Nucor
in the of high integration and low local market responsiveness - precisely the opposite of where
they are.

High

†
* Nucor’s current
structure

Need for
Integration

*
Low
Low

† Nucor’s prescribed
(orthodox) structure

High

Need for Local Market
Responsiveness

Why do they succeed? In the particular case of Nucor, success is contingent on the ability to
motivate workers. While standardization and centralization is generally considered essential
with a cost leadership strategy, such a structure would largely inhibit the activities (i.e.,
continuous innovations) which made Nucor a success.

Item
4.

Case Time Frame
Present

Element & Task
Nucor Core Competencies
What are Nucor’s core
competencies? Do these provide Nucor with a source of
sustainable competitive advantage(s)? On what evidence do you
base your assessment?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): Core Competencies ! Sustainable Competitive Advantage
framework, Barney’s (valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, nonsubstitutable) framework.
Suggested Solution:
What are Nucor’s core competencies? Do these provide Nucor with a source of sustainable
competitive advantage(s)? On what evidence do you base your assessment?
Core Competencies ! Sustainable Competitive Advantage framework yields the following:
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Core Competencies
Process innovation
Culture
Compensation system
Technology
Continuous improvement
Reporting structure
Overall cost leadership

Valuable?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Rare?
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Imperfectly
Imitable?
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

NonSubstitut
able?
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Source of
Sustainable
Competitive
Advantage?
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
?

Students may arrive at any of the above solutions to the question “what sustainable competitive
advantages does Nucor have?”. Several of the most common are presented above. The most
relevant are Nucor’s process innovation, continuous improvement, and culture. The first two,
however, are really a result of Nucor’s unique culture. It is unlikely that such innovations would
be made if it weren’t for Nucor’s linkage of performance and compensation, the environment of
acceptable mistakes, and decentralized authority.

Item
5.

Case Time Frame
Present

Element & Task
Synchronization
A primary tenet of strategic
management is the synchronization of the parts of an organization
into a coordinated whole. What analytical tool(s) would you use to
assess success? Has Nucor been successful in achieving this?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): Galbraith or McKinsey 7-S model (solution shown with Galbraith
model)
Suggested Solution:
What analytical tool(s) would you use to assess success? The exercise is a macro one calling
for an assessment of Nucor’s ability to link the various aspects of their strategy. As such, the use
of a Galbraith model or the McKinsey 7-S framework is appropriate.
Has Nucor been successful in achieving synchronization?
Structure
Strategy

Info & Decision
Processes

Task

People

Rewards
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Strategy:
Nucor is pursuing a cost leadership strategy. Their tactic for achieving success via
this strategy can be broadly defined as team based production and innovation. The Galbraith
model allows for individual aspects of Nucor’s organization to be examined as to the degree of
synchronization of this strategy.
Tasks: The primary task to be performed is the production of steel, Nucor accomplishes this task
by the use of teams. As a whole,
• Skill variety - the variety of skills within any one team varies, across teams the skills are
highly similar.
• Task identity - tasks are primarily discrete, readily identified, and routine although
requirements for specific orders/batches may vary.
• Task significance - each task, as part of the production process, is significant and, perhaps,
sequential. There are no optional steps.
• Autonomy - team members function autonomously at the individual level, but in coordination
at the team level.
• Feedback - task feedback, primarily on quality and quantity, is available on a timely basis.
Feedback of individual level performances appears to be informal and provided by team
members.
Structure:
Nucor’s structure appears to be well aligned to support the overall goals of the
organization and is well synchronized with other organizational aspects. It should be noted,
however, that Nucor’s structure varies from the “text book” solution given their cost strategy. A
cost strategy typically dictates centralized control. Nucor, however, utilizes decentralized control
estimating that their organizational structure will facilitate enough innovation to overcome any
cost savings lost by not centralizing decision making and control. It appears that this structure has
served Nucor well by allowing innovation at multiple levels of the organization.
• Division of labors - there are two primary divisions of labor: (1) to teams, and (2) to
individuals. Teams are responsible for batches of production/shifts (e.g., a shifts production
of steel joists). Each batch/shift includes many different individual tasks which must be
completed for success. Individual workers are responsible for these individual tasks (spot
welding, joist shaping, machine feeding, etc.).
• Departmentalization - primary departmentalization is at the level of (1) the plant and (2) the
product line. Individual plants may contain multiple product lines which are treated as
discrete entities for the purpose of performance appraisal. Plants themselves are treated by
corporate as separate entities.
Information: The information systems utilized are consistent and well utilized in support of
Nucor’s strategy.
• Frequency of decisions - ???
• Ambiguity/complexity of decisions - decisions, while frequently complex, are routine and
systematized
• Balance of internal/external sources - information regarding customer demands gathered
from external sources, internal controls include corporate (plant performance) and plant
(team performance).
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•

•

Technological vs. people based - both technological and people based information systems
are utilized. Technological systems include Nucor’s weekly plant reports to the corporate
office and team production data. The people based information system consists, primarily, of
the interaction between workers as part of their continuous improvement efforts.
Control mechanisms - formal control mechanisms are utilized such as the production-based
compensation which utilized actual production and links this with the compensation system.

Rewards:
Nucor uses rewards as a key component for implementing its strategy. The
system appears well design, has the desired motivation effects, and results in low administrative
costs beyond standard personnel scheduling and production tracking systems.
• Motivation - from a motivational standpoint, the reward structure is directly related to
Nucor’s strategy (cost leadership) which requires a focus on production efficiency.
• Context - the reward context is also linked to Nucor’s cost leadership strategy in that only
quality production is counted.
• Incentives:
• Type & amount - the variable compensation represents a significant portion of
employee wages, yet the goals are reachable. Together, fixed and variable wages are
among the industries highest when Nucor productivity is also among the highest.
This indicates that Nucor’s incentive system is aligned with their selected strategy and
is capable of achieving the motivational effects desired.
• Criteria for receipt - the criteria for incentive receipt is volume of quality production.
This is consistent with Nucor’s overall strategy.
• Administration - the incentive system is simple and administration requires little
effort beyond standard personnel scheduling and production tracking.
• Employee behaviors - only those behaviors (the outcomes of efforts to increase quality
production and efficiency) are rewarded.
People:
Nucor’s strategy of continuous improvement and efficiency requires that they be
able to be selective in the individuals recruited and that high performers be retained. Their
personnel systems appear highly supportive of this objective.
• Recruitment - for Nucor to be successful with it’s highly individual performance based
strategy emphasizing production and innovation, it must be able to be selective of the
individuals recruited. Nucor’s reputation and compensation appear to be success in achieving
this.
• Promotion - there is little information in the case on how promotional decisions are made.
• Training & development - training appears to be hand-on with experienced teams. Given the
complexity of individual tasks, this appears to be the most appropriate approach.
• Retention - the focus on production efficiency and quality in an individually autonomous
environment requires that worker retention be high. It appears that Nucor has achieved this
goal.
• Culture & work climate - Nucor’s focus on continuous innovation and production requires an
open culture where valuable input is accepted no matter the source and an environment
wherein mistakes (part of the innovation process) are allowed. By all indications, Nucor has
created such an environment.
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Overall, there appears to be a high degree of synchronization between all of the key elements of
Nucor’s operations.

Item
6.

Case Time Frame
Present (Scenario)

Element & Task
Diversification
Recently, a Nucor plant manager, while
playing with his daughter at the playground, noticed that the
majority of playground equipment (swings, slides, teeter-totter’s,
baseball backstops, etc.) is constructed of steel. Further
investigation by the plant managers identifies an ailing playground
equipment manufacturer just 125 miles from the Nucor plant which
is for sale by an owner who wishes to retire. The plant manager is
considering whether his plant should purchase the manufacturer
and enter the market. What are the issues the plant manager should
address? Is this a decision which should be made the plant
manager? Why or why not?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): NA
Suggested Solution:
What are the issues the plant manager should address?
The proposed diversification into
playground presents a serious question: should Nucor diversify into a significantly unrelated area.
The only apparent synergy appears to be that Nucor makes steel and playground equipment is
constructed of steel (forward integration). A cursory examination reveals that this appears to be
only a minor synergy, but Nucor does have some prior history of seemingly unrelated ventures
(Nucor owns a metal building fabrication plant and two fastner plants).
Venturing into playground equipment would be a type of forward integration but with significant
new obstacles. Nucor sells to industrial customers, playground equipment is sold to wholesalers
& retailers. Steel production is heavy manufacturing, playground equipment is light
manufacturing involving. While the playground equipment venture may be able to capitalize on
Nucor’s experience in metal building fabrication (such as paint, retailing, advertising, etc.), there
appear to be few other synergies.
Is this a decision which should be made the plant manager? Why or why not?
The real issue
with this exercise is where the authority to diversify does, and should, rest. The case details the
entrepreneurial treatment wherein plant managers able are responsible for their areas with
considerable autonomy. This decision, however, appears to be one that even Nucor would retail
at the corporate level. While equipment purchases (see the discussion relating to the purchase
and eventual removal of the blast furnaces for $10 million) are within the domain of plant
managers, such actions are consistent with Nucor’s core mission. The decentralization of
authority to plant managers supports this mission. The playground equipment venture involves a
considerably higher investment of resources; namely plant manager time. It appears to be a
decision which should be made at the corporate level and, given the information presented,
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passed at this time. Perhaps this is a market which Nucor could pursue through their building
division.

Item
7.

Case Time Frame
Present (Scenario)

Element & Task
Purchase a Union Mill
A recent advertisement in Steel &
Rust magazine attracted the attention of Nucor. It read:
For Sale -- Steel Mill, Los Angeles, CA
Further research reveals the following: The minimill, located in
metropolitan Los Angeles, CA, was built in 1987 using the latest
minimill technology (standard technology, 70% of which Nucor
currently uses). The local market for steel is largely met by five
other existing minimills in California, domestic steel shipped from
other parts of the US, as well as foreign imports which arrive at the
nearby port of Long Beach. The plant was spun-off from a
conglomerate who was seeking vertical integration to reduce costs
in their construction division. The 1,500,000 square foot mill is
equipped for the production of steel shapes, joists, and deck. The
1,800 member workforce (considered to be 145% of necessary
labor force) is unionized with nine months remaining on a three
year labor agreement. Facing closure, union officials in the plant
have hinted to the potential for labor concessions. The estimated
purchase price is 75% of what Nucor estimates as their cost to
build the plant.
Q1:
Q2:

What are the issues Nucor should consider in making a
purchase decision?
Should Nucor purchase the plant? Why or why not?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): NA
Suggested Solution:
What are the issues Nucor should consider in making a purchase decision?
The single
largest issue in this exercise is the potential introduction of a union into Nucor (and Nucor to the
union). Additional issues include excess labor (this question cross-over with #8), a pending
shakeout of the industry brought on by the burst in minimill construction and resulting
overcapacity, expansion into an urban environment, and acquisition vs. new plant construction.
The union issue one is a significant one. Nucor’s culture is decidedly based on productivity,
innovation, and compensation for performance. These are not consistent with values historically
favored by unions in the steel industry who have tended to favor seniority, traditional
manufacturing techniques, and compensation based on seniority.
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A related issue is the location of the plant. The case indicates that a significant portion of
Nucor’s success may be the result of carefully locating plants in rural areas where (1) other job
opportunities are limited, and (2) Nucor can be seen as a high-wage provider. The metropolitan
Los Angeles location appears to violate both of these prior success factors.
Should Nucor purchase the plant? Why or why not?
In the end, the decision to
purchase or not to purchase is largely contingent on the union issue. If the decision is made to
purchase, a key issue becomes how to address the excess labor force. This issue coincides, albeit
in a different time context, with the next exercise.

Item
8.

Case Time Frame
Future (Scenario)

Element & Task
Facing Layoffs
July, 20x5. After eight years of double-digit
inflation and with steel demand at its lowest in history, there is no
economic recovery in sight. Several of the weakest minimills have
closed. Rumors persist of the forthcoming bankruptcy of one of
the big integrated mills. Steel stocks are at their lowest level since
the 1970’s and continue to decline. Even Nucor is feeling the heat.
Having already “shared the hurt” with major scalebacks in hours
per week (the workforce now averages 28 hours per week),
Nucor’s plants are now operating at an average of just 55% of
capacity. Productivity per employee is declining. Hemorrhaging
money, Nucor faces a decision: should the workforce be reduced?
If the decision is yes, how should reductions be made?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): NA
Suggested Solution:
Obviously, there is no “correct” solution to this exercise. The central issue to keep at the from of
the discussion is ‘how will any decision impact those who remain at Nucor and Nucor’s future
operations?’ Another issue is whether or not the decision is consistent with those exercises
previously addressed (in particular any decision involving the excess labor force in # 7 above).
Should the workforce be reduced? For this question there is likely to be a great deal of,
perhaps heated, debate. Some students may falsely identify Nucor as a “no-layoff” company. As
the case details:
Popular impressions aside, Iverson clearly notes that Nucor does
not have a no-layoff policy -- it has instead chosen to ride out prior
slowdowns with “painsharing”. Iverson cautions that “nothings
written in stone. We’ll lay people off if it is a matter of survival”
(Iverson, 1998: 14).
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Given the conflict between Nucor’s prior actions and lack of a no-layoff policy, the discussion
general shifts to whether or not the current situation is a matter of survival or not. Assume that it
is. What’s to be done? Here are some additional discussion questions: Should the welfare of the
workers be placed above that of the shareholders? Nucor has benefited from locating plants in
rural areas (often becoming a dominant employer). What impact would the layoffs have on local
economies and what duties does Nucor have to these economies? What impact would the layoffs
have on the Nucor’s culture?
If the decision is yes, how should reductions be made?
Here the central decision is if Nucor
should close entire plants or use targeted layoffs at each plant. The benefits of closing a plant are
potential containment of the spread of negative-goodwill to other plants. The downside is loss of
geographic regions, high costs for completely idle facilities, and the decimation of local
economies reminiscent of the integrated mills in the 1980’s.
A decision to layoff personnel throughout the company raises other issues. Should layoffs be
based on seniority (reminiscent of a union system)? Based on productivity? Again, the primary
question for this exercise is how will the actions impact Nucor in the long-term?

Item
9.

Case Time Frame
Future (Scenario)

Element & Task
Leadership Succession
New York, May 15, 20x9. One day
before Nucor’s annual shareholders meeting. You are a Nucor
board member arriving for the meeting having just arrived at JFK
from Nucor’s iron carbide plant in Trinidad when you hear the
CNN Airport Headlines:
Ken Iverson, longtime Nucor Corp. Chairman died early
today in New York. Iverson and Nucor President John
Correnti, long known for their frugality and egalitarianism,
were waiting for the subway in Wall Street Station en route
to a meeting with analysts. Witnesses report that Iverson
and Correnti appeared to be inspecting the quality of
subway track when they were struck and killed by an
arriving train. Iverson was pronounced dead on the scene
and Correnti died a short while later at a local hospital.
Nucor’s stock fell 3 5/8 on the news.
As you enter the taxi for the ride to the hotel you know that
succession plans will be the top priority. Who should Nucor’s new
CEO and President be? What issues need to be considered?

Suggested Analytical Tool(s): NA
Suggested Solution:
Note - a listing of Nucor’s management team is provided in the
attached “Additional Resources”.
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Who should Nucor’s new CEO and President be? [Note - the issue of who the specific
individual should be is irrelevant as the purpose of this question is to examine Nucor as a whole
and identify what the pertinent issues are. The case offers limited information as to who
Iverson’s heir apparent might be. If any indication is given, it is that Correnti would be the likely
candidate, but, given the scenario, this easy solution is not an option.]
What issues need to be considered?
The primary issue to address is whether a Nucor
insider or outsider should be considered for the post. The advantages to an insider are:
familiarity with Nucor’s mission and unique culture, knowledge of the product and processes,
and more likely commitment to the status quo. The potential disadvantages of assigning and
insider are a focus on the individual “home” plant, inability to continue Iverson’s track record of
identifying outside technologies, jealousy of candidates passed over.
While the group is deliberating, you may want to inform them that in 1996, Nucor was named as
having one of the five “worst boards of directors” in the US (Chief Executive, 1996). Reasoning
included a lack of independent directors, lack of a nominating and compensation committee, and
an audit committee consisting primarily of insiders. Nucor has also been criticized for having
virtually no female or minority managers or officers.
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Nucor Corp. and the U.S. Steel Industry - Instructors Manual
Additional Resources
Nucor’s Management - FYE 12/31/97

H. David Aycock
John D. Correnti
James W. Cunningham
James D. Hlavacek
F. Kenneth Iverson
Samuel Siegel

I. Executive Offices
Former President, Nucor Corporation
Vice Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer, Nucor Corp.
Former Vice President, Nucor Corporation
Managing Director, Market Driven Management
Chairman, Nucor Corp.
Vice Chairman, Chief Financial Officer, Treasurer and Secretary, Nucor Corp.
II. Executive Management
Executive Offices

F. Kenneth Iverson
John D. Correnti
Samuel Siegel
John A. Doherty
Terry S. Lisenby
LeRoy C. Prichard

A. Jay Bowcutt
James E. Campbell
James R. Darsey
Jerry V. DeMars
Daniel R. DiMicco
John J. Ferriola
Ladd R. Hall
Gus R. Hiller
Donald N. Holloway
Kenneth H. Huff
Douglas J. Jellison
Hamilton Lott, Jr.
Harry R. Lowe
Rodney B. Mott
D. Michael Parrish
James W. Ronner
Larry A. Roos
Joseph A. Rutkowski

Chairman
Vice Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer
Vice Chairman, Chief Financial Officer, Treasurer and Secretary
Vice President, Engineering Consultant
Vice President, Corporate Controller
Vice President, Steel Technologies
Operations
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Steel Division, Plymouth, Utah
Vice President, General Manager of Vulcraft Division, Fort Payne, Alabama
Vice President, General Manager of Vulcraft Division, Grapeland, Texas
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Fastener Divisions, Saint Joe,
Indiana and Conway, Arkansas
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor-Yamato Steel Company, Blytheville,
Arkansas
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Steel Division, Norfolk, Nebraska
Vice President, General Manager of Vulcraft Division Brigham City, Utah
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Iron Carbide, Inc., Trinidad and
Tobago, West Indies
Vice President, General Manager of Vulcraft Division, Norfolk, Nebraska
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Steel Division Jewett, Texas
General Manager of Nucor Bearing Products, Inc., Wilson, North Carolina
Vice President, General Manager of Vulcraft Division, Florence, South Carolina
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Building Systems Divisions,
Waterloo, Indiana and Swansea, South Carolina
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Steel Division, Berkeley, South
Carolina
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Steel Division, Hickman, Arkansas
Vice President, General Manager of Vulcraft Division, Saint Joe, Indiana
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Steel Division, Crawfordsville,
Indiana
Vice President, General Manager of Nucor Steel Division, Darlington, South
Carolina
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Listing of Steel Producers (SIC 3312) Sorted by 1996 Sales
Company Name
Broken Hill Proprietry -Adr
British Steel Plc -Adr
Pohang Iron & Steel Co -Adr
USX-U S Steel Group
Bethlehem Steel Corp
LTV Corp
Allegheny Teledyne Inc
Nucor Corp
National Steel Corp -Cl B
Inland Steel Co
AK Steel Holding Corp
Armco Inc
Weirton Steel Corp
Rouge Steel Co -Cl A
WHX Corp
Texas Industries Inc
Lukens Inc
Grupo Imsa Sa De Cv -Ads
Algoma Steel Inc
Quanex Corp
Carpenter Technology
Birmingham Steel Corp
Oregon Steel Mills Inc
Republic Engnrd Steels Inc
Geneva Stl Co -Cl A
Highvld Stl & Vanadium -Adr
Northwestern Stl&Wire
Tubos De Acero De Mex -Adr
Titan International Inc
Florida Steel Corp
J & L Specialty Steel
Chaparral Steel Company
IPSCO Inc
Talley Industries Inc
NS Group Inc
Laclede Steel Co
Keystone Cons Industries Inc
Huntco Inc -Cl A
Steel Dynamics Inc
Roanoke Electric Steel Corp
Grupo Simec -Spon Adr
Bayou Steel Corp -Cl A
New Jersey Steel Corp
China Pacific Inc
Kentucky Electric Steel Inc
Steel Of West Virginia
Unvl Stainless & Alloy Prods
Consolidated Stainless Inc
Stelax Industries Ltd

1996 Sales
(millions)
$15,260.90
$11,882.00
$11,140.60
$6,547.00
$4,679.00
$4,134.50
$3,815.60
$3,647.03
$2,954.03
$2,397.30
$2,301.80
$1,724.00
$1,383.30
$1,307.40
$1,232.70
$985.67
$970.32
$953.00
$896.47
$895.71
$865.32
$832.49
$772.82
$746.17
$712.66
$695.36
$661.07
$645.16
$634.55
$628.40
$628.02
$607.66
$587.66
$502.70
$409.38
$335.38
$331.18
$264.09
$252.62
$246.29
$214.64
$204.43
$145.21
$123.50
$98.32
$95.33
$60.26
$50.82
$0.73

1996 Assets
(millions)
$28,113.50
$12,939.60
$18,967.60
$6,580.00
$5,109.90
$5,410.50
$2,606.40
$2,619.53
$2,547.06
$2,342.80
$2,650.80
$1,867.80
$1,300.62
$681.95
$1,718.78
$847.92
$888.75
$1,404.00
$983.47
$718.21
$911.97
$927.99
$913.36
$640.58
$657.39
$957.28
$442.52
$1,027.85
$558.59
$554.90
$771.93
$475.34
$1,025.00
$280.39
$300.03
$331.11
$302.37
$222.44
$522.29
$167.02
$509.72
$199.27
$151.37
$114.33
$78.43
$79.30
$42.10
$51.25
$16.76
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Related Resources
Additional resources relating to Nucor and the steel industry are available from the following
internet sites.

Nucor Corp. web site
1997 Annual Report
1996 10-K (SEC Edgar)
1996 10-Q (SEC Edgar)

NUCOR CORP.
http://www.nucor.com
http://www.nucor.com/annual1996.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/73309/00
00950168-98-000864.txt
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/73309/00
00950168-97-003212.txt

INTEGRATED MILLS
Bethlehem Steel Corp. 10-K (SEC Edgar)
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/11860/00
01036050-98-000604.txt
Inland Steel Co. 10-K (SEC Edgar)
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/50548/00
00950131-98-002144.txt
USX-US Steel Group 10-K (SEC Edgar)
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101778/0
000950132-98-000178.txt
Weirton Steel Corp. 10-K (SEC Edgar)
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/849979/0
000950128-98-000682.txt
MINIMILLS
Birmingham Steel Corp. 10-K (SEC Edgar)
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/779152/0
000779334-97-000022.txt
Carpenter Technology 10-K (SEC Edgar)
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/15847/00
00017843-97-000017.txt
Chaparral Steel Co. 10-K (SEC Edgar)
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/833226/0
000950134-97-005457.txt
Steel Dynamics 10-K (SEC Edgar)
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1022671/
0000950123-98-003021.txt
INDUSTRY GROUPS
American Iron and Steel Institute
http://www.steel.org/
Iron and Steel Society
http://www.issource.org
Southeast Asia Iron and Steel Institute
http://www.jaring.my/seaisi/
International Iron and Steel Institute
http://www.sbi.se/iisi1/iisi1.htm
National Association of Steel Stockholders
http://www.nass.org.uk/links.html
British Steel
http://www.britishsteel.co.uk/
Steel Manufacturers Association
http://www.steelnet.org/members.html
Steel Alliance
http://www.thenewsteel.com/index.cfm
New Steel
http://www.newsteel.com/
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Basic Industry Terminology
(source: Standard & Poors Industry Surveys, Steel and Heavy Machinery, 1996)
Alloys

Steels which have added vanadium, molybdenum, or other elements. Characteristics of
alloy steel includes greater strength, and resistance to corrosion and heat.

Billet

A square or rectangular piece of semi-finished steel which is made from an ingot. Billets
are then rolled into finished shapes such as bars.

Bloom

This semi-finished shape is larger than a billet, and used for finished shapes such as
structural beams.

Carbon

Contains only small quantities of alloying elements, and is used for auto bodies,
construction, and shipbuilding.

Cold/hot
rolling

Flat rolled steel can be produced with either cold or reheated steel. Cold rolling yields
thinner, smoother, and more malleable steel.

Electrical
steel

Steel which incorporates silicon and other materials for electric power applications.

Flat rolled

Steel processes on rolls, including sheet, strip and plate steel.

Ingot

An intermediate products. Molten steel is poured into an ingot and left to harden. Ingots
are then reheated and rolled into semi-finished shapes such as billets, blooms, or slabs.

Minimill

A steel mill which uses scrap or recycled steel as its primary material. Generally, minimills
produce bar, structural beam, and other commodity products, and do not compete in flat
rolled product segments.

Plate

Finished product heavier and thicker than sheet steel.

Raw steel

Molten steel, which is unshaped and unrolled.

Scrap

recycled steel used as the primary input by minimills. Three primary categories of scrap
are: home, prompt and obsolete and represent progressively further distance from the birth
of raw steel. Home scrap is excess from in-house operations (yield-loss from a prior heat).
Prompt scrap is wastage from steel using industries. Obsolete scrap consists of discarded
consumer products, ranging from old cars and appliances to pipes, construction steel and
utensils.

Sheet

A flat-rolled finished product, produced in widths of 12 inches or more.

Strip

Similar to sheet steel, but produced in a narrower width (12 inches or less), and in more
precise thickness than sheet steel.

Slab

A semi-finished shape, larger than a billet and wider than a bloom. Used for finished
shapes such as sheet steel.

Specialty
steels

Steels which have added chromium, nickel, or other elements. Specialty steels can be
especially strong, corrosion or heat resistant, or have other attributes.

Tool steel

A type of alloy steel characterized by strength and hardness.
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Steel Types
There are three primary categories of steel: carbon, alloy, and stainless. Carbon steels contain
minimal quantities of alloying elements, and are produced in both sheets and shapes. Carbon
sheet steel is used in applications such as auto bodies, refrigerators, and other household
appliances. Carbon steel is also used in shipbuilding and the manufacture of structural beams for
construction. Alloy steels (a.k.a. specialty steels) contain higher percentages of elements such as
molybdenum and manganese, and are used for machine tool, electrical, and industrial
applications. Stainless steels are used in aerospace and petrochemical industries, and also in the
manufacture of many surgical implements. As shown in the following table, demand for all three
steel categories has grown slightly in the last decade. However, demand for the various types of
steel has remained relatively stable.
Raw Steel Output by Category 1986 - 1995
(source: American Iron & Steel Institute)

Year
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986

Carbon
91,128
89,535
86,865
82,458
77,879
86,590
86,230
86,823
77,976
71,413

Total output tons (000s)
Alloy
Stainless
9,781
2,234
9,022
2,022
9,056
1,956
8,498
1,993
8,139
1,878
10,279
2,037
9,786
1,926
10,902
2,199
9,147
2,028
8,505
2,689

Total
103,143
100,579
97,877
92,949
87,896
98,906
97,943
99,924
89,151
81,606

Percent of total output
Carbon
Alloy
Stainless
89.4
9.5
2.2
89.0
9.0
2.0
88.7
9.3
2.0
88.7
9.1
2.1
88.6
9.3
2.1
87.5
10.4
2.1
88.0
10.0
2.0
86.9
10.9
2.2
87.5
10.3
2.3
87.5
10.4
2.1
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Investment Performance - 1990 - 1997
Nucor Corp. ($)
Nucor Corp. (%)
S&P Steel ($)
S&P Steel (%)
S&P 500 Composite ($)
S&P 500 Composite (%)

1990
100.00
100.00
100.00

1991
145.09
45.090
122.88
22.880
130.47
30.470

1992
255.75
76.270
160.77
30.835
140.41
7.619

1993
347.04
35.695
211.54
31.579
154.56
10.078

1994
363.63
4.780
205.74
-2.742
156.60
1.320

1995
377.13
3.713
190.78
-7.271
215.45
37.580

1996
338.74
-10.179
170.33
-10.719
264.91
22.959

1997
323.45
-4.515
173.29
1.737
353.30
33.363

